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Cornerstone Cloud
Cloud-based Managed File Transfer
You need a Managed File Transfer solution to improve productivity, address security concerns and automate
data exchanges – but you don’t want a large upfront investment. Cornerstone Cloud offers cloud-based
Managed File Transfer, and is available in the AWS Marketplace as an Amazon AMI that enables you to
rapidly stand up a server in Amazon.

Self-Managed Cloud (SaaS)
Security and Compliance

Automation

Security and compliance are primary concerns
for your business, but you don’t have the time or
the budget that a secure, compliant solution often
requires to implement.

If you’re tired of babysitting unwieldy scripts and
outdated batch files, a Cloud implementation of
Cornerstone is the solution. Events management
and automation distribute work volume and facilitate workflow to save you time on tedious but vital
tasks. Security is enhanced with Cornerstone’s
automation capabilities, stopping password guessing and shutting down DoS attacks, with automatic
notifications to the administrator.

Cornerstone Cloud offers unmatched commitment
to the highest security standards, strict compliance,
and proactive data protection. Multi-layer security
features keep your data safe at every point in your
workflows and compliant with regulatory measures
for nearly any industry.
Not all encryption in the cloud is equal, and some
is even done in multiple steps, leaving your confidential data exposed for thousands of processor
cycles. Cornerstone’s Streaming PGP encryption
assures that your data is never compromised-even
for a millisecond. Cornerstone also supports the
latest NSA-approved security standards, so you
don’t have to wait for your vendor to catch up with
the current regulations.

Highlights
•
•
•
•

Supports industry-standard protocols such as
SFTP, FTP/S, WebDAV, WebDAV/S, HTTP
Fully scalable and clusterable
Runs on Windows, Windows 2008 R2,
Windows Server 2008 R2
FIPS 140-2 ,HIPAA, and PCI-compliant
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File Sharing

Cornerstone’s strong security doesn’t inhibit your users’ ability to be productive. Cumbersome additional steps
can drive users to work around security measures by using commercial cloud services for file sharing. Enabling
users to work efficiently and in a familiar environment keeps processes under your control and management.
Easily receive files from your partners, vendors, and customers — without requiring them to install software or
have logins to Cornerstone Cloud. External users can simply drop files and folders into a browser interface.
Sending files outside of your organization is also an effortless process. Create a secure link to send to any
external user. The user can click on the link to view or download, and you can set access rights easily before
sending a file.

Simple Setup and Use
Cornerstone Cloud comes packaged for your technical team to deploy quickly and easily. Unlike on-prem solutions, you don’t have to procure, maintain, and manage expensive hardware, or worry about eventual server
repair and replacement costs. Setup takes minutes, and issues that can get in the way of software deployment are eradicated.

Low Upfront Cost and Flexibility
Cornerstone Cloud is the most flexible solution available. Avoid the large up-front investment in enterprise
software. Eliminate hardware expenses and the associated facility costs. Easily spin up or turn off additional
servers to accommodate peak processing requirements while controlling expenses. Available as an Amazon
AMI, monthly costs are based upon usage, and pricing is as low as $0.39/hr. Learn more at
www.SouthRiverTech.com/Amazon.

“Cloud services have a high degree
of cost variability, so expenses
can quickly go down if demand for
services is reduced.”
-Gartner.com

“93 percent of IT security professionals state they [are] using some type
of cloud service in their organization.
Executives across all industries, sizes
and geographic locations are recognizing the many advantages of cloud
computing for businesses.”
-BizJournals.com

South River Technologies is an innovator in secure file management software. More than 90,000 customers in 140 countries use SRT’s software
to make remote file access and collaboration more efficient for their customers, partners, and workforce.
@SouthRiverTech
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